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MODULO m PROPERTIES OF THE FIBONACCI SEQUENCE

INTRODUCTION

The Fibonacci sequence, [van), is defined by the

recurrence relation

(0.1) u
n+2 n+1

+ u
n n = 1, 2,...=

and the initial values u
1

= u
2 = 1 .

Suppose there exists a positive integer, k, for

which the system of congruences

(0.2) Uk+n E Un (mod m) n = 1, 2,88'

is satisfied. Then we say that the Fibonacci sequence is

purely periodic modulo m. It will be shown in Theorem

2.1 that the Fibonacci sequence is purely periodic

modulo m for all positive integers m.

Definition 1. The period, which we shall denote by

s(m), is the smallest positive integer, k, for which the

system (0.2) is satisfied.

According to the above mentioned Theorem 2.1, we

may regard the period, s(m), as a function defined on the
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positive integers, that is, a number theoretic function.

We now define another number theoretic function which is

closely related to the period.

Definition 2. The subperiod, which we shall denote

by f(m), is the smallest positive integer, k, for

which u
k
E 0 (mod m).

The existence of f(m) for all positive integers,

m, follows from that of s(m), for we have

Us(m) E Us(m)+2 Us(m)+1 E u2 ul E 0 (mod M)

and thus f(m) < s(m). The name "subperiod" will be mo-

tivated by Corollary 2 to Theorem 3.1 which shows that

f(m) is actually a divisor of s(m).

Definition 3. The period ratio, which we shall de-

note by t(m), is the integer defined by f(m)t(m) s(m).

The purpose of this paper is to give a self-contained

presentation of the theory of the functions f(m), s(m),

and t(m). The results concerning the period ratio are

new. Most of the results concerning the period and the

subperiod have either been given before or follow easily

from known results, but it appears no one has over serious-

ly considered both these functions at the same time. Conse-

quently, the very close analogy between the main results

for each of these two functions has never been fully
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brought out up to now.

Several of the proofs of known results are new or at

least partially new. In particular, we supply a proof of

the important Theorem 3.4. Several closely related results

have previously appeared in the literature accompanied by

proofs which were either incorrect or incomplete. These

results are discussed further in Chapter I. In addition,

we show that this theorem follows from a result given by

Carmichael (3, p. 42) which was satisfactorily proved.

In Chapter 5 we make use of two known results to

give a new, short proof of a theorem of Jarden. This is

the only point at which this paper is not self-contained.

An interesting feature of this paper is that most

of the identities and congruences used in our proofs are

obtained as special cases of our new, extremely general

"Fundamental Identity" which we develop in Chapter II. The

discovery of this identity has made possible a much more

compact treatment of the material than we had originally

hoped for.

Now we establish some notation which will be followed

throughout the paper.

i) p represents an odd prime number, and q represents

any prime number.

ii) (a, b) is the greatest common divisor of a and b.

iii) t.c.m. (ail is the least common multiple of the
l<i <n
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numbers al" a2, , an .

iv) al b means a divides b, krb means a does not di-
vide b, and AIX II b means aX I b but aX4.1 ,rb.

When all' b we shall simply write all b .
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CHAPTER I - HISTORY

The purpose of this chapter is to acknowledge the

contributions of those who have given results which are

either the same as, or closely related to, results appear-

ing in this paper. These acknowledgements also serve to

acquaint the reader with what has previously been done in

this field.

Lucas (7) and Carmichael (3) each considered the fa-

milies of sequences fUn3 and fvn) defined by

U
n and V = an

where a and b are the roots of x
2

= Px - Q, P and Q

being relatively prime integers (when P = 1 and Q = -1

we have a 2= 4(144/5) and b = .(1-4/5); the sequence

[U n3 in this case, as may easily be verified, is the

Fibonacci sequence. The sequence (Vd, for these valuesof

a and b, is a sequence whose terms enter into several of

the relations which we have occasion to use; this sequence

will be referred to as the Lucas sequence). Lucas developed

a great many identities and proved many theorems concerning

such sequences. He also developed powerful criteria for
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factoring large numbers, and it is for this that he is

probably most noted. The following results are of par-

ticular interest here (we specialize the statements to

the case where fl n3 is the Fibonacci sequence and give

pertinent comments):

LI. A statement without proof that if

al a2 an
m ql q2 qn

and

u,-1 aq-1 an-1

if(m)"q1A (12'. "'qn Lql..(51q1)][q24*(51q2)]."Cqn"(51%)]'

where (51q1) is the Legendre symbol for the quadratic

character of 5 with respect to qi, then us(m) E 0(MOd m);

and conversely, if un = 0 (mod m), then n is some mul-

tiple of a certain divisor of ir(m). (7, p. 300).

Remark. Lucas overlooked the fact that (5lq) is

not ordinarily defined for q = 2 or 5. The desired de-

finitions here would be (512) . -1 and (5(5) . 0.

.1,11. If ci4 un, then ell' uqn (7, p. 210) .

Remark. The proof given by Lucas shows only that

cNun implies ellu
qn' The theorem is false when

q = 2 and X = 1 .

L 3. A statement and proof of the result given in

this paper as Lemma 3.2. (7, p. 297).



L 4. A statement and proof that when

p E * 1 (mod 10) there is some divisor, d, of pI

such that uhd+n u
n
(mod p) for all positive integers

h and n. When p E 3 (mod 10) one has

u(0.1)4n _ un (mod p) and u2(01)4n E un (mod p)

for all positive integers n (7, p. 301).

Remark. It can be shown that Theorem 4.7 fol-

lows from this result. Lucas incorrectly stated that

s(p) 2(p+1) when p E f 3 (mod 10).

L 5. The divisors of terms belonging to the sub-

sequences (u
2n+1 ), (v2n+13° fv4n+21° and (v4n

1

(where 1v n} is the previously mentioned "Lucas se-

quence") are shown to be the divisors of certain quadratic

forms, and the linear forms of these divisors are listed

(7, p. 200-201, 212).

Remark. We shall give an alternate proof of our

new Theorem 4.9 which is based partly upon these lists.

Carmichael pointed out and filled in some gaps in

Lucas' work and obtained some results which had not previ-

ously been given. The following are relevant to this

papers

C 1. A proof of this strengthened form of L Is

u*,(m) 0 (mod m), where 11,1(m) is the least common

i-1multiple of the numbers qi where the qi
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are as in L 1, (512) = -1, and (515) = 0 (3, p.45-46).

C 2. A proof of this corrected and strengthened

form of L 2: Let (q,g) = 1. If 44 un, then

u except when q = 2 and X = 1. If 2ll un,
npq'

then 2"11u
ng2'

and 211 ung (3, p. 42).

Remark. After we prove Theorem 3.4 we shall also

show how it follows from this result.

C 3. A repetition of L 3 (3, p. 45).

C 4. A proof that for every positive integer n

except n = 1, 2, 6, and 12, there is some prime, q,

such that f(q) = n. (3, p. 61-62.)

We use this result in our new proof of the theorem

of Chapter V, which is due to Jarden (6). This theorem is

as follows. The function k(p) 5

p

follow from Theorem 3.6 that k(p) is an integer) is un-

bounded.

Another noteworthy contribution of Jarden is a

table which gives f(p) for p < 1511 and the factoriza-

tion of p (5(p). The factors whose product is k(p)

(defined above) are underlined (5).

Bachmann (1, vol. 2, p. 88-89) showed that

s(p)1(p-1) when p E * 1 (mod 10) and s(p)1(p2-1)

when p * 3 (mod 10).

In 1955, Briggs (2) proposed as a problem the

(it will

proof or disproof that f(pn) = pn-lf(p). Gokhale (4)
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answered that the proposition is true if p2 X u
f(p)

This is very similar to Lucas' L 2 and, strangely enough,

Gokhale's proof contains the same oversight as that which

caused Lucas' proof of L 2 to fail. Murray Klamkin

answered Brigg's question by referring to Lucas' result.

Unpublished solutions were credited to Leonard Carlitz and

Chih-yi Wang. These were obtained by personal corres-

pondence and inspection revealed that both contained over-

sights as serious as the one made by Lucas and Gokhale.

The most recent contribution is that of Wall (8),

who proves Theorems 2.1, 3.1, 4.3, 4.6, and 4.7. In prov-

ing Theorem 4.6 he indicates without filling in the de-

tails, a proof of the following result, from which

Theorem 3.4 i) follows by induction: if f(0141) pi f(pe)

then f(p.+1) pf(p0) and f(pe+2) # f(p"1)
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CHAPTER II - PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The functions s(m) and f(m) are shown to exist

for all positive integers, m, and the remainder of the

chapter is given to the derivation of various relations

which are needed in the proofs of later theorems.

Theorem 2.1. For any positive integer, m. the

Fibonacci sequence is purely periodic modulo m.

Proof. Consider the distribution of Fibonacci

numbers into modulo m residue classes. Since there are

only m of these classes it is clear that more than m

(indeed, infinitely many) Fibonacci numbers belong to

some one class. Let u , u
n2
,wou

nm+1

belong to the same class. Then some class contains at

least two of the numbers u
nl+it

u
n2+1, u

nm+i+1

and thus there exist 3 and k such that

1) u101 E ui and 2) uk+j+1 E 11.141 (mod m) .

By adding the respective sides of 1) and 2) we get

3) u1014.2 E uj+2 (mod m), by adding 2) and 3) we get

u1014.3 E uj+3 (mod m), and by induction we get the system

(A) u
k+n E un (mod m) n 5, 5+1,
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Then by subtracting 1) from 2) we get u101.4 = Uj..1(modM),

and after j - 1 such subtractions we have

(B) E tin (mod m) n = 1, 2, ***, 3 -1

which, together with (A), shows that [un] is purely pe-

riodic modulo m.

As was mentioned in the introduction, this theorem

is equivalent to the existence of s(m), and thus implies

the existence of f(m), for all positive integers, m.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we make

frequent use of several relations involving the roots of

the equation x2-x-1 = 0 and, although the relations are

certainly obvious, it seems desirable that we list them

for reference. We shall henceforth denote the roots,

(1 +OS) and 4(1 4/5), by a and p respectively.

We have

(2.1) a + p = 1,

(2.2) a - p =vise

(2.3) anon = (-1)11
a-n (.1)npn. )nan.

(2.4) a
n = an-1 n-2+ a ,

(2.5)n pn-I pn-2

As was pointed out in Chapter I, the nth term of

the Fibonacci sequence is given by



(2.6)
an -na -

un =
a -

12

This relation is commonly referred to as the Binet formula.

Let us see how this formula may be obtained from our de-

finition of the Fibonacci sequence by recurrence relation

and initial values.

The recurrence relation u
k+2 m uk+1 + uk may be

written

uk+2 xuk+1 (1-x)(ukil - xuk) - (x2-x-1)ukm

where x is any number. Now let x = a and use (2.1)

and (2.4) to obtain

2
uk+2-auk 1 (I-a)(u .au )..(a 4"1.4)uk P( k+1k+1 k u -auk)

Repeated applications of this with k = n-1, n-2, , I

yield

1)
un +l-

au
n

= p(u
n
-au

n-1
) = p 2 (u

n-1
-au

n-2
) =

= = p n-1,tu,-a
4

Similarly, x = p leads to

2) u
n+1 Pun

= an .

Upon subtracting 1) from 2) we have

3) (a-P)u
n

= an - Pn ,

13n..1(1.a) = pn



from which the Binet formula follows.

By adding 1) to 2) we obtain

4) an + An = 2un+1 - (a+A)un o 2un+1 un

The sequence (vn), defined by

(2.7) an

(the " Binet formula " for v
n ) is the well-known Lucas

sequence. From 4) and the recurrence (0.1) we have

(2.8)

13

= 2u
n+1 un+1

n-1
+ 2u

n-1 '
40. U

which shows that the v
n

are integers. Also, it

follows that (un, (2u
n 1

, un) .

Now from uk+2 = uk+1 + uk we have

(uk+2' uk+1) = (uk+1, uk) for k = 1, 2, and thus

(u un) = (u un -1) = (un
-1'

un2) o = (u20u1) = 1.

Then (2.9) (un n) (2un+1. un) = 2 or 1 according

as 2 does or does not divide u
n

We use (2.8) and (0.1) to show that the terms of

the Lucas sequence satisfy a recurrence relation analogous

to (0.1):

(2.10) vn 2oun+ u ou + vnn+1 vn..
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The Binet formulas for u
n

and v
n give natural

extensions of the Fibonacci and Lucas sequences to zero

and negative indices. From (2.3) we have

(2.11)

(2.12)

Also,

(2.11)

u-n

u0 = 0

and

a

-
= (-1)"1 a = (-1)"1-

a-n

and

(2.12)

Mna u
n

(an (.1)n

v0 = 2 . It is easy to verify from

that the extended sequences satisfy

the recurrence relations (0.1) and (2.10).

The Binet formulas also give immediate verification

of the relation

(2.13)
u2n unvn

We conclude our preliminary results by developing

a very general identity involving the Fibonacci and Lucas

numbers. The Binet formulas (for the extended sequences)

give the equations

and

h a
a a = ./15 u

a+h

h4 a
a a Ph4 pa a' va+h+t

Upon solving these for as and pa



we find

f 101 V,

aa = l'4**1 tp-
Yt va+h+

+ph+t

1)
h

f_h h+t

1
va+h+t 4

a

where a, h, and t are any integers whatsoever. Now

we apply the Binet formulas, the identities (2.3), and

those expressions for as and pa to get

u ar anana+r

rrr

pna

(-1)r+1 [ cts.r (pa )n

r(p )n

15



t
5. L vle a+h+1, a+h 1In-13-r 11:12(P hva+h+t+Ph +" u a +1 vt

. (-1)".1 a-ri(-1)
h
/ahv ...ah+tvg

n
... 4 ulimv:-.4tanh+tj_p-r 1 4.u.i vn-j Anh+tj]

1 a+h a+h+t''
j=0

4/5 vt,

(...onh+r+1
n

(1:) 5 ui ij WHIVa+h+41(
..1)jantl.*X4t34nh"ailti]

j=0

nh+r+iD/2] Un-11/2]T 23 n-23
' +Nmi.2341_1-23-1_02j 'a+h.a+h+t.nh-r +2jt- 2j1"a+h a+h+t nh-r+(2j+1)t]

3=0

Thus we can state as our

Fundamental Identity:

[n/2] [(n-11/2]
n N..j_2j+1

'2j'' 'a+hva+h+twnh-r+2/t-v7una+r=(1)
nh+r+1[ nlmj..2j

(2j+1I'a+h va+h+t vnh-r+(2j+lg]
3=0 3 =0

We note that the only restriction on the integers a, h, n, and r is that n be

non-negative.
o.
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CHAPTER III - THE SUBPERIOD

We recall that the subperiod, f(m), is defined

to be the smallest positive integer, k, such that

uk E 0 (mod m).

Lemma 3.1. unf(m)ft 117(m)+1ur
(mod m)

Proof. Set a = f(m), h = 0, and t = 1 in the

Fundamental Identity. Since v1 = 1 we have

(I) (..1)r+1 7 na4 2j
[4/2]

`2j'' f(
j=0

vf(m +1"2j-r

C( 1)
/
2]

n
12j+I 14f(m)vf(m)..1'2j+1-r

j=0

E (-1)"1 v7(m)+1 u.r (mod uf(m)) .

Now vf(m)+1 = 2uf(m)+2 -uf(m)+1=uf(m)41+2uf(m)

E Uf(m)+1 (mod uf(m))

and 4(m)+1 E 4/(m)+1 (mod uf(m) ). Also, by (2.11)

(.1)r+I
= u

r
.



Substituting these into (1), we have

n
u
nf(m)ft "f()+1 Ur (mod uf(m))

which, since miuf(m), implies the congruence of the

lemma.

Theorem 3.1,. The members of the Fibonacci se-

quence which are divisible by m are just those whose

indices are multiples of f(m).

P oo Setting r = 0 in Lemma 3.1 we have

Unf(M)
Unf(M)+1 u0 E 0 (mod m)

18

so that m divides those terms whose indices are multi-

ples of f(m). Conversely, suppose m divides

unfoo+r, where 0 < r < f(m). By Lemma 3.1 again,

n
unf(m)+r uf(m)+1 Ur = 0 (mod m) .

= 1 and thus, since miuf(Now (u
f(m)+1' uf(m) ),

(unf(m)+1
m) = 1, so we may divide the last congruence

by urfl(m)+1 to obtain ur E 0 (mod m). This implies

r = 0 so that the index, nf(m) + r, is a multiple of

f(m).

Corollary 1. If dim, then f(d) lf(m).

Proof. We have dim and miuf(m), so diuf(m).
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Then, by Theorem 3.1, f(m) is a multiple of f(d).

Corollary 2. f(m)11a(m).

Proof. us(m) 0 (mod m)

and thus, by Theorem 3.1, (m) is a multiple of f(m).

Theorem 3.2. If m = mim2 ..mn, where the mi

are relatively prime in pairs, then

f(m) = t.c.m. {f(m )
l< i<n

Proof. Since the m are relatively prime in

pairs, miuk is equivalent to miluk

which by Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to f(mi)lk (1=1,2,,n).

The smallest positive k which satisfies these conditions

is k = If(mi)1 and the theorem follows.
I<i<n

Theorem 3.3. Let qalq
2
a2 ...q

n

an be the prime fac-

torization of m. Then f(m) = t.c.m.1,f(c171)1 .

I<i<n `

This is just a special case of Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. i. ) Let pxiluf(p) Then

f(pn) = f(p) for n < X and f(pn) = P Xf(p) for

n 3 X .



ii) f(2n)
2
f(2) for n > 3 and f(2

2) s 2f(2).

20

Pro . i) This is trivially true for n < X .

For n > X the proof is by induction. Assume, for an

arbitrary k (k>X), that f(pk) = pk-Xf(p) and that

pkil u k . We observe that these hypotheses are satis-
f(P )

fled for k = so that it is possible for the induc-

tion to begin. Now set a = f(pk) and h = t, r = 0

in the Fundamental Identity and divide by 2 = vo to

obtain

211°4 u
of

(n

Pk)

)12]

(2 7.1
3_23+1 n231

f(P
k

) f(P
k

)

1 3
nu v + c u

f(P ) f(p".) (P )

n1 3k
nu
f(P

k
)

v
(P

k
)

+ c2p

where cl and c2 are integers. Since I < X < k, we

have k+2 < 3k and thus we may write

2n-lu vn-1 pk+2

n (p
k

) f(P
k 3

)

where c3
is an integer. Now (u

f(Pu 1

v
f

(Pk))

I
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implies
pkH

k v11-42
and we see from the last

f(P ) f(pK)

identity that pk+111 u k iff pH n . Then, since
nf(P")

f(pk+1) is a multiple of f(pk) (this follows from

Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1), we must have

f(pk+1) pf(pk) pk+141,_)f(P)
and u k

Pf(P )

PI°111 u (p 1)
. This completes the proof of i).

ii) If
2k

11 u where k > 2, it follows from
f 2"

(2.9) that 2k +111 u k vf(2 ) f(2k)

Then
k I

-11 u for by (2.13) we have
2f(2')

uuvulliu Thus f(2k+1) gm 2f(2k) for by
f(2') f(2') (2k)

Corollary 1 to Theorem f(2k41) is a multiple of

f(2k), and by hypothesis f(2k+1) (2k) . If for

k > 3 we suppose f(2k) mg 2k-2f(2), in addition to the

hypothesis that 24 u , we find that
f(2^)

f(2k 1) 2f(2k) 1112k+1..2f(1-a and that 2k U '1.4.1f(2)
This is analogous to the induction step in the proof of

We verify directly that our inductive hypotheses are
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satisfied for k = 3 and that f(22) = 2f(2), and thus

complete the proof.

Now we show how this theorem follows from the re-

rult given in Chapter I as C 2. That result is easily

seen to be equivalent to the following state nt:

If ch un (qX yi 2), then ealucn iff gale . Now

if we set n = f(q)"), and if ci4 u

f(q
we find that

, for c but not for c < qa Then,
cf(cr)

c?'

since it follows from Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1 that

f(q"a) is a multiple of f(qX), we must have

f(qx+a) (qX) To obtain case i) of Theorem 3.4 we

set q p and N. +a mg n, where uf(p). Clearly

f(PX) f(p) and we have f(pn) = pn-41(pl)sipn"Xf(p).

If q = 2, we may take X = 3 and then, with n = 3+a,

we have f(2n) "3f(2 ). Now f(23) = 6 = 2f(2), and

thus we have f(2n) = 2n"2f(2) for n > 3 Also,

f(22) 6 im 2f(3) .

The question naturally arises, "what can be said

about the value(s) of X?" This question can be more

easily discussed in the next chapter, so we defer the
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discussion to that point.

Lemma 3.2. We have i) plup.1 if p E e 1 (mod10)

and ii) plup+1 if p E * 3 (mod 10).

Proof. Set a 1, hag t r 0 in the Funda-

mental Identity and divide by 2 v0 to obtain

[(n-1)/2]

0 (2j+1) 5j Ijm

We apply this expansion with n p and n p + 1 and

note that (41.1) E (XI) E 0 (mod p) for

1, 2, (p-3)/2. Then, from Fermat's theorem and

Euler's criterion, we have (mod p)

and

2P-iu (;)5(P4)/2

2 u
p+1

5 2PU
p

(ptl) (7)5(P-1)02 E 1 + (51p).

2 u 2 2upu
P+1

(51p) .

where (51p) is a Legendre symbol. The quadratic recip-

rocity law gives (51p) + 1 and WO m -1 in cases

i) and ii) respectively, and we have in case i),

2up.1 5 1 (51p) E 0 (mod p), and in case ii)

2u
p+1

"i 1 + E 0 (mod p). Since (2, p) = 1 we
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may divide each of these congruences by 2 to obtain the

theorem.

Theorem 3.5. We have i) f(P)I(P-1) if

p E * 1 (mod 10) and ii) f(p)I(p+1) if

p * 3 (mod 10).

The proof follows immediately upon applying

Theorem 3.1 to Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 3.6. We have f(P)1P-(510. where

(5Ip) is a Legendre symbol.

This is simply a compact way of writing Theorem 3.5
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CHAPTER IV - THE PERIOD AND THE PERIOD RATIO

In this chapter we develop results for the period

which are analogous to those for the subperiod. We also

give criteria of two different types for the evaluation

of the period ratio.

Lemma 4.1. uns(m)+r (mod m) .

Proof. From the definition of s(p) we have

uns(m)+r u(n1)s(m)ft us(m)+r

Thoor m 4.1. s(m)Ik iff uk E 0 and

u
k+1

1 (mod ).

(mod m)

Proof. Suppose s(m)lk, i.e. k = ns(m). Then,

by Lemma 4.1, uk = uns(m) E U0 E 0 and

u1uk+I uns(m)+1
E 1 (mod m)

Conversely, suppose uk E 0 and ukti E 1 (mod ml

and let k ns(m)+r, where 0 < r < s(m). Then by

Lemma 4.1, ur E uk E 0 and ur E uk+1 E I (mod m)

or, what is the same, u
r

u
0

and
+/

u
1

(mod m).

As was seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1, these congruences
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generate the system u
r+h

E u
h

(mod m) h = 1, 2,

But s(m) is, by definition, the smallest positive in-

teger for which such a system holds. Hence

r = 0, k = ns(m)+r = ns(m), and s(m)Ik

Theorem 4.2. If m = m
1

m2 m . where the m

are relatively prime in pairs, then s(m) = t.c.m.{s(mi)} .

1.0.4n
OM OM.

Proof. Since the mi are relatively prime in

pairs, the congruences of Theorem 4.1 are equivalent to

the system uk 5 0, uk E 1 (mod mi) i = 1, n,

and it follows from that theorem that the smallest positive

k for which the system is satisfied is

k t.c.m4s(mi)1 . Hence s(m) = t.c.m4s(mi)1
1<in 1.(1<n

a Q
Theorem 4.3. Let gilcl22 q " be the prime

factorization of m. Then s(m) = G.c.m. {s(gii)} .

1<i<n

This is just a special case of Theorem 4.2.

Now we develop results for the period ratio, t(m),

which together with Theorem 3.4 give an almost immediate

proof of the analogue of that theorem.

Lemma 4.2. t(m) is the (mod m) exponent of

uf(m)+I "

Proof. We know from Theorem 3.1 that
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nf(m
u E 0 (mod m) for all integers n. Then it follows

from Theorem 4.1 that t(m) is the minimum n such that

unf(m)+1 E 1 (mod m). By setting r = 1 in Lemma 3.1 we

obtain unf(m)+1 uf(m)+1 (mod m), and it follows that

t(m) is the minimum n for which 41( )41E1( 0d m).

Theorem 4.4. For m > 2 we have i)t( ) 1 or 2

if f(m) is even, and ii) t(m) = 4 if f(m) is odd.

Also, t(1) = t(2) = 1.

Proof. The cases m = 1 and m = 2 are easily

verified, and we can assume m > 2 now. We set

a = 0, =n=r=1 in the Fundamental Identity and

apply (2.8) to obtain

= (.1)11+2(v u uv)

= (0.1)11[(11h41+2%)% 1"Alh(t102%.1))

= (-1)h(uh+1 h.1-4)

now we set h = f(m)+1 and transpose terms to get

Uf(m)+1 = U
) 2u (m) (1)f(

m) (- )f(m) (mod m)2

If f(m) is even we have
u(m)

E 1 (mod m) and

it follows from Lemma 4.2 that t(m) = 1 or



If f(m) is odd we have 4.(m)+1 E -1 (mod m),

and since m > 2, ui(m)+1 4 1 (mod m). This implies

of (m) +1
* 1 (mod m) and then

3

uf(m)+1 =
of

(m)+1 uf(m)+1 E -0f(m)+1 4 ± 1 (mod m)

Finally,
Ul(M)+1 E (4(M)+I)2 E (4)2 E I

(mod m)

and, by Lemma 4.2, t(m) = 4.

Theorem 4.5. Let e be any positive integer.

Then

i) t(pe) = 4 if

ii) t(pe) = 1 if

iii) t(pe) = 2 if

iv) t(2°) = 2 for

Pr, oof. Since

2 % f(p) ,

2 1( f(p)

4 1 f(p) ,

e > 3 and t(22) = t(2) = 1 .

f(pe) = pwf(p), where w is

some non-negative integer, it is evident that f(pe)

and f(p) are divisible by the same power of 2. Then,

in case i), f(pe) is odd and the result is given by

setting m = pe in Theorem 4.4. In cases ii) and

iii), f(p
e

) is even and we may set m=p , n=1, and

28

r f(pe) in Lemma 3.1. This gives



U, WE U U , (mod pe)V) f(pe)+1 14(pe)

which in view of (2.11) is the same as

u u E (-1)
if(e)+1

f(e if f(e) f(e)

Now if (pe) = ipwf(p) is not a multiple of f(p)

and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that p X u
41(Pe)

29

(mod !De).

and thus (u p
e
) = 1. Then we may divide

if(Pe)'

the last congruence by u thus obtaining

if (pe)

if()+1
u
f (P

)
e

(mod
w)+1

In case ii), if(p) and if(pe) are both odd, so that

1 (mod pit) and thus t(pe) = 1. In

f(e)+1

case iii), if(p) and if(pe) are both even and thus

u = -1 (mod e). Then
f(P )+I

U2 5 ( -1)2 5 I (mod pe) and t(pe) = 2.
f(Pe)+1
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Case iv) must be handled by other means: We can

verify directly that t(22) t(2) a 1. Now we show by

induction that 2 is the (mod 216) exponent of

u for e > 3. Assume 2 is the (mod 2k) ex-
f(2e) +1

ponent of u k and that u
2

k * 1 (mod 21°1).
f(2 ) +i f(2 )+I

We verify that these hypotheses are satisfied for e == 3.

Since k > 3 we have, from Theorem 3.4,

f(2k+1) m 2k-If(2) = 2f(2k). Then we apply (2.13) and

(2.8) to get

Uf(21C+1)+1
U -T"-f(2ftA)+2 lif(2.4)

U
f(2m-T4)+2

1(=u k =uk vk (mod 244).
2f(2 )+2 f(2 )+1 f(2 )+I

U (U + 2u ) E U2f(21+1f(21+1 f(21 f(21 ) +1

These congruences are of course valid for the modulus 2k

as well, so that by the inductive hypotheses,

u
f(2 1

k+,
+1

E 1 (mod 2k) but u
f(r+

u

J^)+1
* 1 (mod 2k+1),

that is, u m c2
k
+1 where c is an odd integer.kf(2 +I

)+1

Then

u2 E(c22 -1+c)2k+1 +1E1 (mod 2k +1)
f(2 )+1
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and thus 2 is the
(mod 2k+1.

) exponent of u lc+,

1f(2 +1

Also, since the factor c
2 k-1 + c is odd we have

u2 k +.I (mod 2/".2%) This completes the induction.
1 1f(2 1+1

Corollary. We have t(pe) = t(p) for every posi-

tive integer e.

This corollary follows immediately from Theorem

4.5.

Theorem 4. i) Let plq uf(p). Then

s(pn) - s(p) for n < x and s(pn) - pn-ls(p) for

n > X.

ii) s(2n) a 211111(2).

Proof. i) We apply Theorem 3.4 and the last

corollary. For n < X we have

s(Pn) = f(Pn)t(Pn) = f(P)t(P) = stp)

For n > x we have s(pn) f(pn)t(e)mpn"xf(p)t(p)
pn-X s(p)

ii) is trivial for n = 1 and can be verified for n =2.

For n > 3 we apply Theorems 3.4 and 4.5 to get

a(2n) = f(2n)t(2n) a 2n-2f(2).2 2n -If(2) 2n-ls(2).

Wall (8) has found, by testing with a digital com-

puter, that s(p2) s(p) for all p < 10,000. Then for
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these primes f(p2) f(p), for otherwise

s(p2)
1'1

f(p2)t(p2) f(P)t(P) s(P). This shows that

X = 1 for all p < 10,000. This appears to be all that

is known about the value(s) of X at the present time.

One might be tempted to conjecture that X = 1 for all

odd primes; however, Wall points out that "the question

is closely related to another one, 'can a number x have

the same order mod p and mod p2r, for which rare cases

give an affirmative answer", so it seems wiser to refrain

from conjecturing on this matter.

Theorem 4.7. i) $(01(P-1) if p E * 1 (mod 10)

and ii) s(p) X (04) but 5(012(0-1) if pE*3(mod 10).

Proof. i) We saw in the proof of Theorem 3.5

that u (mod p), so that here u E 1 (mod p)

and up E 0 (mod p) by the same theorem. Then by

Theorem 4.1, s(P)I(P-1).

ii) Here (51p) = -1 and Theorem 3.5 gives up = -1,

up+1 s 0, and up+2 E + Up E -1 (mod p) and by

Theorem 4.1, s(p) (p+1). Let p+1 = nf(p) Then by

Lemma 3.1,

2
2u2ni (46:041 ) unf 41.u2(p+1)+1

u
2nf(p)+1 f (P)+l

s u2
0-2 = 1 (mod p)
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Also u2(p+1) " u2nf(P) E 0 (mod p) and by Theorem 4.1

again, s(p)12(p+1).

We now have analogues for the period corresponding

to all the theorems for the subperiod. The remainder of

this chapter is devoted to further study of the period

ratio.

Theorem 4.8. We have

i) t(m) = 4 if m > 2 and 2 f(m),

ii) t(m) = 1 if 8 % m and 2H f(p) for every odd

prime, p, which divides m, and

iii) t(m) = 2 for all other m.

Proof. From what has already been given in

Theorem 4.4, we see that it suffices to show that the con-

ditions given here in ii) are both necessary and suffi-

cient for t(m) 2. 1. Let m have the prime factoriza-

tion m = al aa2 n
m

q
n and set

f(q1
i

) = 2Yi K (1 = 1, 2, n)

where the K are odd integers. By Theorem 4.4, we may

bi
set t(qi ) = 2 (1 = 1, 2, n), where bi = 0,1,

di ,

or 2. Then s(qi
i
) = f(qi

i
)t(qi ) = 2

y4+8"
K

(i = 1, 2, "., n).
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From Theorems 3.3 and 4.3 we have, where K is an odd

integer,

at
s(m) = 1.0.C.M4S(Ci a 2max (yi+

1<i<n
I

) K #

f(m) = t.c.m.ff(qi)1 = 2max Yi K, and
I<i<n 1

2max + bi) - max Yi

Now suppose t(m) in 1. Then max(ye6i) s max Yi

Let yk max Yi . We have

yk < yk + bk < max(y1 + bi) = max Yi = yk p

ak 6and thus bk = 0 and t(qk ) = 2 . It follows

%
v akfrom Theorem 4.5 that 4 f(qk ), that is, that

yk < 1. Then for all i,

bi < max(yi + bi) . max Yi = yk I 1.

Furthermore, bi = I is impossible, for bi 1 is the

a
same as t(qil = 2 which implies, by Theorem 4.5, that

a
21f(clil and thus

Yi
> 1 . Then we would have

Yi + bi > 2, which is contrary to max (Yi + bi) < i .
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ai
Thus for all i, bi = 0 and t(qi ) = 2 1, which, by

Theorem 4.5, is equivalent to the conditions given in ii).

Now suppose, conversely, that the conditions given

in ii) are satisfied, which, as we have just seen, is the

U 4 114

same as t(qi'4 ) = 1 and s(qi'4 ) = f(qi') for all i.

Then Theorems 3.3 and 4.3 give

tSW at
= t.c.m.{f(qia')} = f(m)

1<i<n 1<i<n

and thus t(m) = s(m) /f(rn) = 1 .

Up to now we have needed to know the subperiod

(mod m) (or the subperiods of the prime power factors of

m) in order to find the period ratio (mod m). This is

not a serious objection, for the only obvious application

of the period ratio is to the computation of the period,

and in this computation one normally must first find the

subperiod anyway. Nevertheless, it is of interest to see

how, in the case of certain primes, the period ratio

(mod pe) can be determined from p alone. We have the

following theorem:

Theorem 4.9. Where e is any positive integer,

i) t(pe) = 1 if p E 11 or 19 (mod 20),

ii) t(pe) = 2 if p E 3 or 7 (mod 20),
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iii) t(pe) = 4 if p E 13 or 17 (mod 20),

iv) t(p ) 4 2 if p E 21 or 29 (mod 40),

v) t(e) = 2 for e > 3 and t(22) = t(2) = 1.

Proof. Case v) has already been proved and is

included here only for the sake of completeness. Now we

consider the other cases. We see from the Corollary to

Theorem 4.5 that we may henceforth assume e = 1. Since

(uf(p)+1, uf(p)) = 1 we have p x uf(p)+1 and thus, by

Fermat's theorem, 4'4))+1 E 1 (mod p). Then, since

t(p) is the (mod p) exponent of uf(p)+1, it follows

that t(p)I(p-1). Now if p E 3 (mod 4) we have

4 /(p-1) and thus t(p) + 4.

i) Here p E 3 (mod 4) so t(p) 4. Suppose t(p)=2.

Then by Theorem 4.5, 4If(P). Now p E * 1 (mod 10)

and, by Theorem 3.5, f(p)1(p1) and thus 41(P-1).

But this is impossible when p E 3 (mod 4), hence

t(p) + 2 and we must have t(p) = 1.

ii) Again p E 3 (mod 4) and t(p) 4. Also

p E * 3 (mod 10) so that, by Theorems 3.5 and 4.7,

f(p)I(p+1) and s(p) x (P+1). Then s(p) f(p)

and t(p) 1. Hence t(p) = 2.

iii) We have just seen that p E * 3 (mod 10), which is

here the case, implies t(p) 4 1. Also,
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f(p)1(p+1). Now p E 1 (mod 4) so that 4 / (p +1)

and thus 4 / f(p), and it follows from Theorem

4.5 that t(p) 2. Hence t(p) = 4.

iv) Suppose t(p) = 2. Then from Theorem 4.5, 41f(p)

and thus 81s(p) (since s(p) = 2f(p)). Further-

more, $(01()-1) since p E * 1 (mod 10). Then

t(p) = 2 implies 81(p-1). But we have p-1 E 20

or 28 (mod 40) which gives p-1 E 4 (mod 8), so

that 8I(P-1) is impossible. Hence t(p) 4 2.

We naturally ask if anything more can be said about

t(pe) for p E 1, 9, 21, 29 (mod 40). The following ex-

amples show that the theorem is "completes:

p E 1 (mod 40) t (521) = 1, t(41) = 2, t(761) = 4.

p E 9 (mod 40) t (809) = 1, t(409) = 2, t(89) = 4.

p E 21 (mod 40) : t (101) = 1, t(61) = 4.

p E 29 (mod 40) : t (29) = 1, t(109) = 4.

Now we might ask whether there is a number, m,

such that, for all p, t(e) is determined by the modulo m

residue class to which p belongs. The answer to this

question is not known. We note that the principles upon

which the proof of Theorem 4.9 is based yield no further

results for moduli greater than 40.
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The lists mentioned in L 5 of Chapter I give the

following information:

a) if Plu2n+1 then p = 1 (mod 4),

b) if plv21.01 then p = 1, 9, 11, or 19 (mod 20),

c) if Piv4n+2
then p - 1, 3, 9, or 27 (mod 40), and

d) if plv4n then p = 1, 7, 9, or 23 (mod 40).

We show now how a), b), c), and d) lead to another

proof of Theorem 4.9. We shall apply the relation (2.13),

u2n = u
n
v
n

, several times without repeating the reference.

We note that p = 3 (mod 4) in cases i) and ii) of Theorem

4.9.
Case i). It follows from a) that plun implies

21n. In particular, 21f(p) and thus, by Theorem 4.4,

t(p) = 1 or 2. We deduce from c) and d) that p / v2n.

Then if plu4n since u4
m

u
2n-v2n$

we must have plu2n.

It follows that 4 A' f(p) and, by Theorem 4.5, t(p) ?I 2.

Hence t(p) = 1.

Case ii). As in case i), p X u2n4.1 and

t(p) = 1 or 2. Also, from p X v211+1. Then

P X u2n+1v2n+1' that is, p X u4n+2. Then plun implies

41n and, in particular, 41f(p). Then, by Theorem 4.5,

t(p) = 2.
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Case iii). We deduce from b), c), and d) that

p vn. Then since u2n = u
n
v
n'

plu
2n implies pun.

It follows that 2 Af f(p) and, by Theorem 4.4, t(p) = 4.

Case iv). We deduce from c) and d) that p 1 v2n.

As in case i), this implies t(p) 2.
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CHAPTER V - ON k(p)

We briefly consider the function k(p) definad by

and give a new proof of a theorem due to

Jarden (6). This theorem may be the only interesting re-

sult known concerning k(p) at the present time.

By Theorem 3.6, k(p) is an integer (if for p=5

we define (515) = 0 ) for all p, and the problem of

finding f(p) is reduced to that of finding k(p). Ide-

ally, one might hope to find a formula or set of formulas

which, for all p, gives k(p) in terms of p. If this

could be done, and if the question about the value(s) of

X could be settled, then one could easily compute f(m)

and s(m) for any m whose prime factorization were

known.

It would not be too surprising to see the question

about x answered, but the prospects of finding formula(s)

for k(p) appear much less hopeful.

The only information we have about k(p) is the

following.

Theorem. k(p) is unbounded.

Jarden (6) has given a proof which is based on
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Dirichlet's theorem on the infinitude of primes in arith-

metic progressions. Our proof is based upon

1) Carmichael's theorem (3, p. 61-62) that for every po-

sitive integer n except n = 1, 2, 6, and 12,

there is some prime, q, such that f(q) = n; and

2) the well-known fact (one of Chebyshev's inequalities)

that there exists a constant, c, such that, for all

n, pn > cn log n, where pn is the n th prime

number (where the primes are arranged in the usual

ascending order).

Proof of the theorem. If follows from 1) that

there are at least n-4 different primes which divide

the first n Fibonacci numbers, hence for any n there

exists pm such that f(pm) < n and m > n - 4. And it

follows from 2) that there exists a constant, c, such

that pm -1>cmlogm for all m. Thus for every n

there exists pm such that

k(p) PM :r.ren(.5!PM) C log > -4 )10g(
t to4

from which it follows that k(p) is unbounded.
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